This work starts with the introduction of a family of differential energy operators. Energy operators (Ψ + R , Ψ − R ) were defined together with a method to decompose the wave equation in a previous work. Here the energy operators are defined following the order of their derivatives (Ψ
Introduction
Two decades ago, an energy operator (Ψ − R ) was first defined in [5] . Since then, this work has been extensively used in telecommunications (see for example [2] or [3] ). The bilinearity properties of this operator were studied in [1] . More recently, the author in [9] introduced the energy operators (Ψ + R , Ψ − R ) in time and space. This was part of a general method for separating the energy of finite energy functions in time and space with application to the wave equation. Note that calling Ψ + R an energy operator is an abuse of language. The term was already used in [9] as the definition of Ψ + R is very close to the Teager-Kaiser energy operator Ψ − R . This work focuses on the decomposition of a smooth real-valued function f using family of differentiable energy operators based on the energy operators Ψ ± R . Throughout this work, f is supposed to be in the Schwartz space S − (R) defined as: S − (R) = {f ∈ C ∞ (R), sup t<0 |t k ||∂ j t f (t)| < ∞, ∀k ∈ Z + , ∀j ∈ Z + } (1) Note that ∂ t is the derivative related to the variable t. Z + is the set of positive integers including 0. In the following, let us call the set F(S − (R), S − (R)) all functions defined such as F : S − (R) → S − (R). First, two families of differential energy operators Ψ + k and Ψ − k (k = {0, ±1, ±2, ...}) are introduced with the notations following [8] and [9] where k is the degree of their derivatives. Note that for f in S − (R), Ψ + k (f ) and Ψ − k (f ) (k = {0, ±1, ±2, ...}) are in S − (R) ((Ψ ± k ) k∈Z ⊆ F(S − (R), S − (R)). If not explicitly written, any families of operator in F(S − (R), S − (R)) in this work follow the derivative chain rule property:
In addition, the term decompose is defined as:
Definition 1: for all f in S − (R), for all v ∈ Z + − {0}, for all n ∈ Z + and n > 1, the family of operators (Ψ k ) k∈Z (with (Ψ k ) k∈Z ⊆ F(S − (R), S − (R))) decomposes ∂ v t f n in R, if it exists (N j ) j∈Z + ∪{0} ⊆ Z + , (C i )
⊆ R, and it exists (α j ) and l in Z + ∪ {0} (with l < v) such as ∂ v t f n = v−1 j=0
Definition 1 is based on the general Leibniz rule for the n − th derivative of a product of functions [10] . One can define the image Im(Ψ + k ) and kernel Ker(Ψ + k ) (for k in Z) of an energy operator such as:
and Ker(Ψ (k in Z). Now, let us define a subset s − (R) ⊆ S − (R) such as:
Note that a possible way to define s − (R) is:
The definition of the subset s − (R) excludes Ψ − 1 as by definition of this operator Im(Ψ − 1 ) equal {0} for all f in S − (R). Following Definition 1, the uniqueness of the decomposition in s − (R) with the families of differential operators can be stated as:
Definition 2: for all f in s − (R), for all v ∈ Z + − {0}, for all n ∈ Z + and n > 1, the families of operators (Ψ
there exists a unique couple (β 1 , β 2 ) in R 2 such as:
The main goal of this work is to give a proof of the following lemma and theorem:
Lemma: for f in S − (R), the family of DEO Ψ + k (k = {0, ±1, ±2, ...}) decomposes the successive derivatives of the n-th power of f for n ∈ Z + and n > 1.
Theorem: for f in s − (R), the families of DEO Ψ + k and Ψ − k (k = {0, ±1, ±2, ...}) decompose uniquely the successive derivatives of the n-th power of f for n ∈ Z + and n > 1.
The proofs of the lemma and theorem are given for the n-th power of f with n ∈ Z + and n > 1. A discussion takes place for the special case n = 1 and n < 0. In addition, we assume a function f of a variable t with values in R, which can be time or one of the dimension in space (x, y, z). Note that in Section 4, the study of the properties of the images helps to simplify the formulas shown in Lemma and Theorem. Finally, the last part is dedicated to applying the development in the previous sections to the energy function E defined as:
with a and τ in R. f 1 is assumed to be in S − (R) and analytic.
Family of Energy Operators
Following the general description in [5] , the general formula of the operator can be written as P − a bilinear form of R × R → R defined in the real domain for all functions f and g in C ∞ (R) as:
Some years after, the authors in [8] introduced the k-th differential energy operator (DEO):
Note that k is the order of the operators. Here the derivation is following the variable t and f (k) means ∂ k t f . One can see that Ψ − k is the quadratic form of the bilinear form P − .To explicitly define f (k) for all k in Z − {0}:
With this definition it is important to underline that we are interested in the function such that:
This explains why we choose f in the Schwartz space S − (R). Based on the definition given in [9] , one can define the DEO family in the same way:
Ψ + k is also a quadratic form with the same properties as Ψ − k . It is easy to show that the derivative chain rule in Equation (2) 
Proof of the Lemma and Theorem
Proof. The general proof is structured via an induction for the existence of the decomposition. First, the study of the four first derivatives of some selected powers of f (n = {2, 3}) shows how the differential energy operators (or DEOs) are defined for each selected power of f . Furthermore, it gives a the method to find the energy operator family to decompose the successive derivatives. The case n = p (p > 1) ends the induction proof. The nonuniqueness of the decomposition is justified in a separate paragraph with a counter example.
A-Existence of the Decomposition of the Power of f via DEOs Case n = 2:
Let f be a function in S − (R). One can write the coefficient ∂ v t f 2 for v = {1, 2, 3, 4} as:
In this example, the successive coefficients are calculated using the derivative chain rule (e.g. Equation (2)). The scalars for each coefficient follow the Pascal's triangle rule and the order of the derivatives. Moreover, it is possible to develop the same type of Pascal's triangle rule to predict not only the scalar coefficients but also the order of the energy operators (k) involved for each derivative. Figure 1 summarizes this general rule. It is straightforward to see that for the v-th derivative order, the highest DEO order is equal to v. Then, the remaining energy operator orders are calculated by decreasing the order by one for each previous energy operator involved in the (v − 1)-th derivative. Secondly, it is important to see that all the DEOs involved to approximate the v-th derivative of f 2 are applied to the s-th derivatives of f with s = {1, ..., v − 1}, except the DEO with the highest order (which is applied directly to f ). For simplicity using Equation (13), one can write (∀s ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}):
a + s is a sum of DEOs. The generalization of a + s (f ) is given via the formula:
This formula can be checked for s = {1, 2, 3, 4} using Equation (13). Let us assume the formula is true for s = m. One can write:
Now using Equations (16) and the derivative chain rule property, the case m + 1 is: The above equations finish the induction proof for this particular case.
Case n = 3:
In the same way as in the previous case, we write the development of the first coefficient:
Let us introduce a DEO which is just a product of Ψ + k by a constant as:
Clearly, by definition Γ + k is a quadratic form and a DEO as it is proportional to Ψ + k . Note that the derivative properties shown in Equation (2) hold for this DEO. Using Equation (14), it is possible to write a similar equality with a
. It is then possible to write the Equation (18) and the successive derivatives of f 3 as :
There is a certain symmetry between the above equations and Equations (13). The decomposition of ∂ s t f 3 is performed using the DEO Γ + k . Using the equations above and the general definition of A + s (∀s ∈ Z + − {0}) in Equation (15), it is then possible to generalize the formula:
This formula is checked with m = {0, 1, 2, 3}. In order to finish the proof by induction, let us then assume the formula true for m+1. Following Equation (24) and the previous development, one can write:
Finally using Equation (30), the development for m + 2 is:
This ends the induction proof to show Equation (24), and also this particular case.
Case n = p with p > 1:
First, let us assume that the family of DEO θ
proportional to the family of DEO Ψ + k (k ∈ Z) which decomposes the successive derivatives of f p−1 with the definition:
In addition, one can define B
us then write the first derivatives of f p :
As shown in the previous case, we can generalize the formula for the s-th derivative as:
The formula in Equation (29) has just been verified for s = {0, 1, 2}. Furthermore, one can write for the case s = m:
Let us assume that the Equation (29) is true for s = m + 1. Using the previous equation, the case s = m + 2 is developed as: (k ∈ Z) decomposes the successive derivatives of f p (p ∈ Z + , and p > 1). This ends the induction proof on the n-th power of f .
B -Uniqueness of the Decomposition
In the previous proof, it has been shown that given a family of DEOs Ψ + k (k ∈ Z), it is possible to decompose the successive derivatives ∂ i t f n (n ∈ Z + , n > 1, i ∈ Z + ). However, there is no uniqueness of the decomposition of f n with the DEO family Ψ + k (k ∈ Z). A simple counter example can be found using the DEO family:
Note that the derivative chain rule property is applied to this operator. One can verify:
It is important to underline the fact that (a
are not included in the definitions 1 and 2 as they do not follow the derivative chain rule. In addition, Def inition 1 can also be simplified fixing l = 2 based on the definition of the energy operator in Equation (12).
Theorem: for f in s − (R), the family of DEOs Ψ − k and Ψ + k (k ∈ Z) decomposes uniquely the successive derivatives of the n-th power of f for n ∈ Z + and n > 1.
Proof. The proof is separated into three parts. The preliminary part justifies by induction the decomposition of the successive derivatives of the n-th power of f for n ∈ Z + and n > 1 with Ψ − k and Ψ + k (k ∈ Z). The proof is similar to the one in the Lemma, hence some parts are shorten to avoid long repetitions. The second section focuses on the existence of the decomposition as defined in Definition 1 and Definition 2. This is also shown by induction on the successive derivatives of f n (n ∈ Z + and n > 1) reusing the examples of different families of energy operator previously seen. Finally, the uniqueness is detailed in the last part.
A-Preliminary
Recall the formula of Ψ
One can see from the definition of Ψ 
In this development, there is a symmetry with the proof of the previous lemma (e.g., Equation (13)). Thus, this allows to shorten the proof by induction of the decomposition of the successive derivatives of the n-th power of f . Therefore, a necessary step as shown in the demonstration of the existence in the Lemma, is the demonstration of a similar formula for ∂ k t (Ψ − 1 (f )) (e.g., Equation (17)). It ends with the generalization for n = p. From Equations (35), one can define a − s (f ) in the same way that a + s (f ) was defined in Equations (14) as:
With the property of the derivative chain rule in Equation (2) and Equation (14), it is easy to calculate the first terms of the DEO family a − s (f ) such as :
The above equations are similar to the development in Equation (13). In addition, the family of DEO Ψ − k (k ∈ Z) has the same derivative properties as Ψ + k . A similar equation can then be established for a − s (f ) following the development written in Equation (13) as:
and,
This formula has just been checked for s = {1, 2, 3, 4} with the Equation (37). The generalization of the formula for s = m is very similar to that described in the Equations (16) literally by changing + and − in the definition of the energy operator. It follows that the decomposition of the successive derivatives of f 2 is generalized for any p in Z + − {0} as:
In this case, (Ψ
Note that the family (a − k ) k∈Z + −{0} does not follow the derivative chain rule, and thus cannot be defined using definitions 1 and 2. In addition, the Equation (38) can be easily extended for all f in S − (R) if we follow the induction proof in the Lemma (e.g., Equations (16) proportional to the family of DEO Ψ + k (k ∈ Z) with the assumption that they decompose the successive derivatives of f p−1 as:
Following the same development as in Equation (28) 
There is again a symmetry with the proof in the lemma. Following Equation (29), we can define the s + 1-th derivative of f p using B − k+1 (f ) and B + k+1 (f ):
This equation has just been checked for s = {0, 1}. As the induction proof follows exactly the same development as in Equation (31) 
B-Existence of the Decomposition
The proof is also structured as an induction on the n-th power of f . The different cases revisit some families of operator defined in the previous sections of this work (e.g., proof of the Lemma).
Case n = 2: It was shown that the family of operator (η k ) k∈Z (see definition in the proof of the Lemma), decomposes ∂ s t f 2 (s ∈ Z + − {0}). As defined in Equation (32), one can rewrite it as a sum of the DEO family (Ψ − k ) k∈Z and (Ψ + k ) k∈Z as:
Case n = 3: In the lemma, the family of operator (Γ + k ) k∈Z was defined in Equation (19) and decomposes ∂ s t f 3 (s ∈ Z + − {0}). One can rewrite the definition as:
Case n = p with p > 1: Previously, Equations (41) defined the operators θ
By induction it was also shown in the same section that θ 
C-About Uniqueness of the Decomposition
With the previous section, let us show by induction the uniqueness of the decomposition of any family of operators decomposing ∂ s t f n (s in Z + , n in Z + and n > 1). The induction is focused on the proof of the uniqueness of the decomposition of a family of operator (S k ) k∈Z (following the derivative chain rule property) by (Ψ + k ) k∈Z and (Ψ − k ) k∈Z . In other words, the induction is on the k-th order of the operator.
Case k = 2: For f in s − (R) and n in Z + and n > 1, one can assume that (α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , β 2 ) exist in R 4 such as:
As with the operator family (S k ) k∈Z follows the derivative chain rule property:
And then,
As Im(Ψ Case k = p: Let us assume the uniqueness of the decomposition for k = p−1 (with k = 1). For k = p, following Equation (48):
By definition for p = 1, Im(Ψ + p ) and Im(Ψ − p ) are not reduced to {0}, and it follows that α 1 = β 1 and α 2 = β 2 .
Special Case k = 1: To complete the proof with the assumption that α 1 = β 1 and α 2 = β 2 for k ∈ Z and k = 1 , the special case k = 1 can be solved as:
Thus, α 1 = β 1 and α 2 = β 2 . Let us finish the proof with a remark for the case ∂ t f 2 . Rewriting Equation (47) as:
Thus, we conclude that in this case, α 1 = β 1 = 1.
Note that in [1] , the authors based their work on the energy operator defined as LP 2 (f, g) = ∂ t f ∂ t g − f ∂ 2 t g (LP 2 : R 2 → R) which was then generalized to the complex set (LP C 2 (f, g)).
In the development of their work, they found a similar type of formula as found in Equation (15), but restricted to the definition of their energy operator. In addition, one can underline that the generalization of the decomposition of the successive derivatives of the n-th power of f with the DEOs (Ψ + k ) k∈Z and (Ψ − k ) k∈Z (e.g., Equations (15) and (40)) follows the general Leibniz derivative rules [10] .
Discussion n < −1: This case focuses on the decomposition using the DEO family of the quotient of the function f :(R → R) defined as:
They are just a particular case of f n (n > 1, n ∈ Z + ). Using an intermediary function, h such as h = definition of the DEO from [8] : the k-th order DEO is the cross energy between a function and its k − 1 derivatives. However, one can use a general formula in the special case:
The example for k = {1, 2} in Equation (55) shows that ∂ t f can be decomposed into a product of successive derivatives of f 3 and f −2 . Those derivatives can be decomposed into a sum of DEOs based on the development of the proof of the Lemma and the previous discussion (for n < −1 ).
Note that if we restrict f in S − (R) and to be expandable in Taylor-Series in an interval [a, b] in R such as:
One can then decompose the coefficients of the Taylor-Series of f as a sum of DEO via the method shown in the Lemma and Theorem.
Some Properties of the Images and Kernels of the DEO Families
In this part, we study the relationships between Im(Ψ 
Proof. To show Equation (57-a), the definition of Ψ
and then,
This last equation then shows the first assertion Ψ
. Following the same development as in Equation (59), one can derive directly Equation (57-b) as:
Equation (57-c) is a consequence of Equation (57-a) and Equation (57-b) by simply replacing Ψ
is non-empty as it contains 0 when f is the null function. Thus, the above definitions show the inclusion of the subset Im(Ψ
In the same way, one can show Equation (57-e) through the definition of each subset. Following the remarks at the end of Properties 1, we can rewrite the formulas in Equations (15) based on the relationship of the images. With the Equation (57-a), the formula (15) can be rewritten as: Consequently, the successive derivatives of f n (n in Z + − {0}) can be decomposed with the DEO family (Ψ + k ) with k in Z + − {0}. In the same way following Equation (57-b), Equation (38) is simplified to:
Im(Ψ
∂ t Ψ + 1 (f ) = Ψa − p (f ) = 0 ∀p ∈ Z + − {0}(70)
